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ABSTRACT

The complex mechanic systems involving a great quantity of

the same type elements, in particular, the rod systems flowed

around by the one- or tvio-phase flow are considered as the tvto-

or three-phase heterogeneous media viith certain effective proper-

ties. Some recommendations for calculating effective properties

and determining those on a baue of the dynamic characteristics of

various heterogeneous systems are given.
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Cores, heat exchangers and steam generators of the nuclear

power plants are the coirplex mechanic systems involving a great

quantity of the same type elements flowed around by the one— or

two-phase flow. In order to determine the dynamic characteris-

tics of such the systems subjected to vibrational and acoustic

Influences it is reasonable to consider these ones as the elas-

tic shells or tanks filled with the heterogeneous media with

some effective dynamic properties — the vibration density p and

the vibration viscosity Ĵ * . The first results of this approach

have been reported at the previous meeting of specialists in -

1977 [i].
This paper presents the main results of developing the mt- .

thods. for predicting the dynamic characteristics of complex Bya-

tems that have been received in the recent years. The modeln of

systems can be differed depending on the properties of the sys-

tem elements being a dispersed phase and the properties of a con-

tinuous liquid phase. In the tube-and-shell heat exchangers

and the heat generating cassettes the continuous phase is a coo-

lant and the dispersed phase is the elastic tubes and rods tigh-

tened at the ends. The elementary model of heterogeneous media

of auch a type is xhe Newtonian liquid involving ellastically

tightened inclusions - the dipole type oscillators.

The two-phase bubble or dispersed media moving in the chan-

nels or flowing around some components of the power generating

equipment constructions are heterogeneous media with the freely

suspended, but in a common case, elastically deformed inclusions -

the oscillators of monopole and quadrupole types.

The most important dynamic characteristics of the systems,

such 33 the natural vibration frequences 10* and the dynamic
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response factors of a resonance Q are expressed by the for-

mulae of the same type as in j_2j:

(2)

where // , löo are the mass and natural frequency of the empty

reservoir having the volume V , respectively.

In heterogeneous media under the vibrational and acoustic

influences the processes of dynamic interactions between the

continuous phase and the inclusions are occured that are un-

usual to homogeneous media. The consideration of this interac-

tion results in the effective dynamic properties of heteroge-

neous media, such as effective condensability, effective density

and transmitting viscosity. In a common case these effective pro-

pertirs depend on elasticity, density and viscosity of the phases,

but the heterogeneous media themselves are the inertial-visco-

elastic ones. For the class of heterogeneous media with elasti—

cally tightened inclusions the effective density and transmitting

viscosity are expressed by the dispersion relations f 3^:

= P-il +
v u*/+(urp

(3)

/coi

(4)
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Here p is the density of liquid, A=$Vp is the relative

density of_inclusions, jf~ is the factor of added masses, T=-

' i—JLLA is the relaxation time, Wo is the natural vib-

ration frequency of inclusions.

In particular, such the heterogeneous media one can attri-

bute to a system of rods with a radius Gt and a liquid volume

fraction <P (Fig.1).

In the asymptotic cases corresponding to different phase

property combinations the formulas (3), (4), v;henCi)o = O ,

describe the effective dinamio properties of disperacd media

nith free non-deformed inclusions. So, for exeir.ple, the hete-

rogeneous medium formed by the liquid with lo>i viscosity and

massless inclusions can serve aa the model of a two-phase bubble

mixture when the frequencies of influeucies are essentially smal-

ler as compared to the natural frequencies of bubble oscillations.

In this case [4]:

> -T |+2<p • r
tihare Q is the bubble radius, (5*=V2W^> is t n e thickness of a.

boundary layer on their surface- (it is supposed that S«Q ). . •

The other asymptotic case, when the density of Inclusions

is essentially larger then the density of a continuous phase

can correspond to the gas-or-steam dropping media. From the Figs.

(3>, (4) it follows that, when A » l , 0>t»l, £ 0 « 0 ) 0 •

n* n 1+f/a ft.* P/i9 •(£)

It should be noted that the effective dynamic properties of

heterogeneous media play a significant role not only in vibrati-

onal processes determining dynamical characteristics of elastic
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atruuljrca bei:ig in contact with these ones, but also in com-

prtsaion v.uve distribution processes. It is particularly impor-

tant to taku into consideration the dispersion dependencies of

effective density and 'transmitting viscosity at the frequencies

being close to the natural inclusion-oscillator frequencies.

Together with the effective compressibility of heterogeneous me-

dia the effective density determines phase veloaity, and the

transmitting viscosity determines the attenuation of compression

waves.

Let us consider some concrete equipments viith the two phase

media and define the dynamic characteristics of these ones.

One of the most viide-spread components of power engineering in-

stallations is the piping. The problems to secure a vibrating

reliability of these devices are closely connected with the de-

fining some dynamic characteristics of piping (natural frequencies

and damping factors of vibration) with the purpose of building

up these ones from dangerous resonance regimes.

Dynamic characteristics of the elastic piping with a two-

phase flow are determined just as by its structural parameters,

such as stifnesS i length mass, structural damping,

friction in framings and supports, so by time lag and damping ac

tion of a two-phase mixture (by effective mass and hydrodynamic

damping).

If the two-phase flow has a bubble structure with the uniform

gas content of <p(r^-const through a piping section, then the

effective mass of a tno-phase mixture (?Tl), and the hydrodynamic

damping factor ( 2 ) per unit length are defined by an effective

density of O* , an effective transmitting viscosity of M* and

an area of piping profile of ]lRo :

6.

When substituting the relations of (5) into (1) and (2) we

obtain the dynamic characteristics of a piping.

The relations of (5) are checked experimentally [7] by

the method of forced vibrations of the tube with the two-phase

bubble mixture. From the comparison of the resonance (natural)

frequencies of the curved bibration of a tube and the damping

coefficient at filling tube with liquid and with the two-phase

mixture there are obtained the values of effective density and

effective transmitting viscosity at various gas contents. In the

Fig.1 and 2 are shown the calculated dependencies of (5) and the

experimentally obtained data. Often, the distribution of a gas

.volume fraction throughout a piping profile is non-uniform.

The very significant non-uniformity can take place at the surface

boiling of liquid. Another case with extremely non-uniform dis-

tribution of a gas-or-steam volume fraction is the annular flow.

lz. the intermediate case with step distributing a gas content

throughout a piping radius

the effective mass and the hydrodynamic damping are expressed by

the relation

(8)
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whore the 0 , pa and jV»,,Mj of bubble media are determined in

accordance with a gas volume fraction <Pi and <f>a with the

equation (5).

Prom the expression (3), (4) there are followed various

extreme cases that have practical significance. In particular,

at f, =1 and <^ =0 the two-phase flow is an annular one. From

(8) it is followed that in this case the effective mass of the

two-phase mixture io equal to

It is interesting to note that the effective mass' of two-phase

mixtures at tie bubble structure (see (7)) is smaller than at the

annular one at equal (p . On the contrary the hydrodynamic damping

of vibrating a piping with the annular two-phase flow is found

to be smaller then with a bubble one (with, equal <p ). In this

case from equation (9)is followed

n J

(11)

Thus, the effective nass of the two-phase mixture detemining.

along with the mass of a piping and its stiffness the natural

frequencies of vibration is differed to some extent from a real

one.

How, consider the bundles of fuel rod assemblies or the tube

bundles of heat exchangers in the one-or-two phase flow of a

coolant. The dynamic characteristics of such systems depend, to

a large extent, on the geomrtric shape of rods, their mutual ar-

rangement, the character of flowing around these bundles by the

medium and its inertial and viscous properties.

When the rod bundle is vibrating as a porous half-permeable

body in the one-phaae liquid the liquid exerts a certain inertial

and damping influence upon it, which is tukcn into considoreation

when calculating the natural frequencies and amplitude with thr

help of an added maus and hydrodynamic damping coefficient. For

the bundle of a cylindrical shape with a radius R consisting of

the cylindrical rods with a radius Q and existing in the one-

phase liquid confined by a ciiindrical shell v<ith a radius Ro ,

the added mass and the hydrodynamic damping are expressed by the

equations [4, 5J •

(12)

J8 (13)

where 0 and M are the density and viscosity of the liquid,

9 is the volume concentration of rods in the Bundle, O^V^yit) is

*he thicicneBS of a boundary layer when the bundle of rods is vib-

rating with frewuency it) •

If the vibration of a rod bundle occur in the two-phasa bubble

mixture with the bubbles whose radius 0, is considerably smaller

then the radius of the rods and the caps between them, the two-

pha"e mixture can be considered as a homogeneous medium with the

effective density given by (5):

p * _ p )-<*r r 1+2«
where the letter ©< re-denotes the gas volume fraction.

Thus, the added mass of the two-phase bubble mixture for the

rod bundle, as for the other bodies, vdli be smaller than the ad-

ded mass of the one-thaae liquid by (I ~o<)( |+2o<) times.
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"his c'u:clunjoii is cotiiirir.'id by the experimental data of Carlucci

The liydrodynainic daiapiiig of bibrations of the rod bundle in

*lic t-ü-phase bubüle mixture conditioned to a large extent by

disnipative losses at bubbles is expressed by the formula [4]:

2rn(|+2o<)'

is in satisfactory accordance with the known experimental

data

Offen Lhe bodie3 of heat exchangers or the cans of cassettes

with fuel assemblies are rather subjected to direct vibration inf-

luences than the rod bundles and tubes. In this case for the dy-

namic characteristics prediction it is advantageous to consider

thoae ones as the elastic cans or reservoirs containing the homo-

geneous media as the one- or two-phase bubble mixture with elas-

tic cylindrical inclusios, i.e. aa the two- or three-phase iner-

tial-elastic media. The effective density of such a three-phase

medium is expressed by the relation:

** ?nPcni

where 0* is the effective density of a bubble mixture,p^m io the

effective density of liquid with cylindrical inclusions (rods).

0+- should be noted »hat if the effective densities of the

tno-phase media 0 -md Ocm are described by some dispersion re-

la' ions having special features at the appropriate inclusion reso-

nances (the bubbles :md the rods), then the effective density of

MM

the three-phase m.idia p will have more complex dependence on vib-

ration influence frequencies. It follows from thi3 that the vib-

ratory system (the reservoir or the shell) having one natural

frequency, for example, when filled with the three-phase hi

neous medium is become a three frequecy one and its aplit.ude-fre-

nuency characteristics will nave three resonances. The amplitudes

of these three resonances are determined both by the applied vib-

rational load and the hydrodynamic damping or the effective trans-

mitting viscosity of the tree-phase heterogeneous medium. The lat-

ter, along with the effective density, cun be expressed throueh

the effective properties of the two-phase media:

** . * P.! /Ö Al« /+ 9
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Fig.1
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The calculated and experimental [6] dependences of the

effective density and the effective transmitting viscosity

for the system of elaotic rods in liquid at the volume fra-

ctions of 9 = 0.536;0.63 and 0.749 or at the relative bundle

pitches of O-X=1.3i A-X=1.2; •-X=1.1.
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Fit;.2 T"e dependence of the effective properties of

the buble mixture on the gas content.

theory; O -experiment.
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Pig.3. The dynamic characteristics of the

rod bundle in the bubble mixture.

The indicea of 1 and 2 correspond

• to the one-and-two phase medium.

theory;
•,O,A experimental data of the


